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Abstract

The paper is concerned with the assessment of current trends in the development of Russia’s innovative activity. Problems of the national innovation system performance at a regional level are revealed. The paper analyses the activity of the Special Economic Zone of technological development type "Tomsk" (SEZ) and universities in the field of innovations development and creation of necessary conditions for setting up a modern innovation center. A comparative analysis of the factors related to the theory of innovations, which provide the necessary conditions for creating a well-functioning innovation center, as well as the results of the performance of the above-mentioned subjects is conducted. The assessment of the innovative activity of Tomsk universities and the Special Economic Zone demonstrates the lack of provision of a number of conditions for the effective functioning of the innovation center in Tomsk. The results of the study demonstrate that it is necessary to make changes in the educational, research, and motivational activities of universities in terms of students in order to involve them in innovative activity. Universities should be encouraged to develop and implement an independent innovation strategy and participate in the work of the special economic zone in Tomsk.
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1. Introduction

In the first decade of the 20th century Russia became well aware of the need to stimulate its innovative development. This was due to several factors - the overall economic growth, increased financial capacity of the state to invest in research and development (R&D), the need to modernize the military-industrial complex. In addition, with the growth of the Russian budget revenues from oil and gas exports, a number of Russian scientists, economists and politicians began to point out the danger of the further development of Russia only as an exporter of energy resources and raw materials for the developed economies of Western Europe, North America and Asia. It was
stressed that such kind of development would inevitably result not only in technical and technological dependence of Russia on developed countries, but in the long run in economic and political one.

Russia inherited many elements of the national innovation system from the Soviet Union. This system was formed in the conditions of tough confrontation with the West. Public institutions virtually kept a monopolistic position: they not only formed orders to conduct research, but also provided scientific and research organizations with resources and sold the final innovative products. It is obvious that in the early 1990s, the dismantling of the state monopoly in the economy, the emergence of private enterprises, reducing tension in political relations with the West were to result in changes in Russia’s innovation system. In addition, the nature of these changes was largely affected by the socio-economic and political crisis that gripped Russia at that period. Universities and research institutes almost stopped their activities in many R&D areas. Changes were required to be made in the innovation system of Russia in accordance with the new political and socio-economic realities.

The higher education system (HES), which played an important role in the innovation system of the country, also needed alterations. In the USSR, it was designed to provide the scientific and engineering expertise of existing institutions and enterprises of the country. Since most of the research was done for the military-industrial complex, a considerable part of scientists were deprived of the opportunity to openly communicate with their colleagues in other countries and publish their papers in foreign journals.

The results of functioning of innovative system of the USSR have shown the Post-Soviet Russia the inefficiency of preservation of the state monopoly in realization of researches and developments (R&D), and have demanded to make changes in higher education system. The new approach to development of innovations, stimulation of researches and developments out (R&D) was embodied in the adoption of experience of world-developed countries. In the beginning of 2000, there appear projects on creation of special economic zones in some regions of Russia, where based on cooperation of the state, higher educational institutions and business, the enterprises making innovative products should open.

The present paper deals with the consideration of the state policy concerning the activation of innovative activity in Russia on the example of activity of the Special economic zone of technological development type "Tomsk". Besides, this research will be focused on the research of influence of system of higher education (HES) on development of innovative system of Russia.

In this work, the basic results of innovative activity of the Special economic zone of technological development "Tomsk" for the period from 2005 to 2014 will be analyzed, the attention to the estimation of influence which was rendered by higher educational institutions of Tomsk on expansion of researches and developments, which are carried out in the given economic zone, is also paid.

Today there are many researches concerning the general questions of influence of the state on development of innovative activity (Freeman, 1987; Schumpeter, 1939; Schumpeter, 1967).

More and more researches concerning the questions of interaction of the system of higher education, state authorities and business on the development of innovative activity, including within the limits of special economic zones are conducted. Basically they deal with questions of interaction of universities and the innovative centers working on the territory of countries of Western Europe, North America, South East Asia, Japan, India (Nelsen, 2005; Suh, 2010).

In modern researches that deal with questions of development of innovative activity and an education system, the preference is given to the use of the system approach to the analysis of processes of development and creation of innovations (Freeman, 1987; Lundvall, 1992; Lundvall, 1998; Lundvall, 1999; Lundvall, 2003; Nelson, 1988) which will be applied in this case as well.

In this research, we will focus attention on consideration of questions of innovative development on an example of the specific region of Russia - Tomsk region, which has rather unique for Russia intellectual, personnel and resource basis for the development of economy. The given region is unique because 6 large universities are concentrated in the regional center Tomsk. The further development of the given universities and the region as a whole is in many respects connected with successful development of innovative activity.

For this reason, it is important to analyze the results of interaction of higher educational institutions and the Special economic zone of technological development type "Tomsk" (SEZ) on development of researches and developments
(R&D) in order to eliminate the possible obstacles to their development and to reveal the perspective directions of their cooperation. In this research, we will try to answer the following questions:

Why does the innovation center in Tomsk develop insufficiently successfully?

How could Tomsk higher educational institutions promote activation of innovative activity?

The results of this research will help to make a certain contribution to the formation of knowledge of innovative system of Russia and its regional peculiarities. The empirical data and results of the analysis might be integrated into the formation of national strategy on strengthening of innovative system of Russia.

The structure of the paper consists of the following parts:

Section 1. gives introduction and substantiation of research. In Section 2. the representation of theoretical basis of work is given. In Section 3. the research methodology is described. In Section 4 the results and tendencies of development of the Tomsk innovation center, presented by the companies operating within the limits of the Special economic zone of technological development type "Tomsk" and Tomsk higher educational institutions are considered. Correlates in their activity in the field of researches and developments (R&D) are defined. Section 5. deals with the posing of problems in the development of innovative activity within the limits of the SEZ, a role of higher educational institutions in their formation. There is also an assumption of promotion of recommendations concerning the innovative policy directed on the increase of potential of the further development of the center of innovative activity in Tomsk. In section 6 possible directions of activity of universities on development of innovative activity within the limits of a special economic zone and the Tomsk innovative center as a whole are represented.

2. Theoretical basis of research

In order to analyze the results of innovative activity, a system approach offered within the limits of the concept of national innovative system (Lundvall, 1992; Lundvall, 1998; Lundvall, 1999; Lundvall, 2003) is applied. The national innovative system represents a set of co-operating state and private establishments and companies, universities which activity is directed on development, protection and regulation of new scientific knowledge and technics. The NIS concept allows tracking the interrelations between technological development of the country and institutional establishment of innovative organisations. (Freeman, 1987; Lundvall, 1992; Lundvall, 1998; Lundvall, 1999; Lundvall, 2003; Nelson, 1988).

NIS concept is basically applied to the analysis of development of innovative systems of rather vast scale - states or extensive territories. However, each small region can have its own specific features and possibilities, which can influence the innovative activity of people. National factors create necessary conditions for the growth of innovative activity, but they could be insufficient for the maintenance of innovative activity in each specific region. Therefore, it is important to consider this circumstance at the development of a policy with for the promotion of researches and innovations, entrepreneurial activity on regional level (Sleuwaegena, Boiardia, 2014).

Various units of the analysis, in particular, the ‘innovative milieu’ (Camagni, 1995), the ‘industrial district’ (Becattini, 1987), the ‘learning region’ (Morgan, 1997) and the ‘system of innovation’ (Cooke, 1998) are applied in modern researches at the analysis of importance of influence of local factors on development of innovations. These are the concepts which allow to consider innovative activity in various geographic scales, whether it be the city (Camagni, 2001), the metropolitan region (Diez, 2002), the wider region (Porter, 1998; Enright, 2003), the NUTS region (Evangelista et al, 2001). In our case we will consider the development of innovations in the scale of the agglomeration covering Tomsk and territories and connected with it uniform infrastructure which form the uniform innovative center that within the limits of the Project «INO Tomsk’ 2020» has received a quite official name «the Center of education, researches and developments» (http://gubernator.tomsk.ru/words/novyiy-vektor-ino-tomska).

Many authors underline the necessity of formation of a certain institutional environment for ensuring the development of innovations (Varsakelis, 2001; Varsakelis, 2006; Tebaldi, Elmslie, 2008). They also consider a role of universities in its formation and development. One can find in literature the influence of a role of higher educational institutions on development of national innovative system by means of two basic channels. The first channel of influence is through the realization of interaction between NIS and research activity of institutes of higher education, and the second channel is through the exploitation of pedagogical and research activity (Etzkowitz et al, 2000). We will stop on the analysis of influence of higher educational institutions of Tomsk on the development of
the Tomsk innovation center and particularly the Special economic zone of technological development "Tomsk" through these two channels.

3. Research methodology

In this research, one of examples of development of innovative activity in the conditions of a specific region is considered. Results of activity of the innovative enterprises in the conditions of a special economic zone in Tomsk, which is one of variants of organized innovative centers in Russia, similar to those created in the USA, the Western Europe, and Asia, are analyzed. Analysis unit is the system of innovative activity covering mainly the enterprises, operating within the Special economic zone of technological development type "Tomsk" and the universities of this city.

Research is based on the empirical data on the activity of the Special economic zone of technological development type "Tomsk" which has been presented in official annual reports from 2006 for 2011 and are placed on an official site of Open Society «Special economic zones» (http://www.russez.ru/disclosure_information/oao_oez_tvt_tomsk/). Reports for the next years turned out to be inaccessible; therefore, the data was obtained via other sources, which are specified in references.

The data characterizing innovative and educational activity of Tomsk universities is taken from the publications, placed on official pages in the Internet.

A comparative method, by means of which we correlated the data characterizing innovative activity of a special economic zone and universities with conditions of development of the innovative center that are defined in the theory of innovations (Suh, 2010), is used in research. The analysis of performance of some necessary conditions (such as personnel, research, and commercial) for the formation of the innovative center, which are connected with the activity of key subjects of the Tomsk center of innovations (the Special economic zone "Tomsk" and city universities) is presented in the work.

4. Results and tendencies of development of the center of innovation in Tomsk

On October, 6th, 2011 by the order of the government of Russia, the project of creation in the Tomsk region of the Center of education, researches and developments had been approved. The main goal of the project is the formation in the Tomsk region by 2020 of the Center for the promotion of research and developments in such directions as model of a continuous and multilevel education system; power-saving technologies and the means for power-intensive branches of economy; nanoelectronics and intellectual power electronics; nanotechnologies, creation of perspective materials and development of beam, plasma and electric discharge technologies; high technology medicine, medical biotechnologies and pharmaceutical technologies; rational nature management and advanced processing of natural resources; nuclear technologies.

Tomsk region was chosen as a platform for realization of the given project because of high concentration of scientific personnel of the top qualifications among all regions of Russia (more than 5 thousand doctors and candidates of science are available). Also in Tomsk there is a scientifically-educational complex (6 state universities, 6 institutes of Tomsk center of science of the Siberian branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 7 institutes of Tomsk center of science of the Siberian branch of the Russian academy of medical sciences, 76 subjects of scientific activity). Tomsk universities train experts in more than 300 specialties. In educational institutions of the higher vocational training of Tomsk there were trained over 86 thousand students, more than 50 percent of students - nonresidents, out of them 9 percent are foreign students from 30 countries of the world.

One of key elements of innovative infrastructure of Tomsk region is the Special economic zone of technological development type which creation was approved by the Governmental order of the Russian Federation from 2005.12.21.

By the middle of 2014 it was found out that the Concept requires the realization of certain adjustments since the results of innovative activity within the limits of the innovative center did not correspond to the goals that were set earlier. The governor of Tomsk region S. Zhvachkin pointed out in his speech three reasons that, in his opinion, have caused the necessity of change of the developed earlier Concept (http://gubernator.tomsk.ru/words/novyiy-vektor-ino-tomska). They are:
Necessity of involvement of large business and the state companies in the decision of a problem of replacement of the imported goods;

To execute decrees of the President of Russia on creation of high-efficiency workplaces, attraction of investments, increase of labor productivity;

Necessity to obtain particular results in strict deadline.

Estimation of the content of the given corrective amendments shows that the development of the innovation center in Tomsk has encountered a number of obstacles, which did not allow reaching the planned results. The boundaries of present article do not allow us to cite the data on all establishments, which are considered to be components of the innovative center of Tomsk. Here we will be limited only to representation and the short analysis of results of activity of the Special economic zone of technological development type "Tomsk" which is considered as a key element of development of all innovative center.

The special economic zone of technological development type of Tomsk (SEZ) is created by the governmental order of the Russian Federation from 12/21/2005 № 783 as a result of a victory of the Tomsk region on federal competition on selection of claims of subjects of the Russian Federation on creation on their territories of special economic zones of technological development type. In total in Russia there are 4 SEZ of the given type. In a special economic zone of Tomsk, the promotion of research and developments in following directions should take place:

- Nanotechnologies and new materials;
- Electronics, information and telecommunication technologies;
- Energy efficient technologies;
- Medicine and biotechnologies.

### Table 1. Operation data of Special economic zone (SEZ) Tomsk for the period from 2006 to 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of residents</th>
<th>Volume of investments of resident companies</th>
<th>Volume of sales of SEZ resident companies</th>
<th>Administration personnel / resident companies personnel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11 / -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>26 / -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>53 / -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>78 / -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>2,6 bill. roubles</td>
<td>505 mill. roubles</td>
<td>69 / 536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>3,2 bill. roubles</td>
<td>1,117 bill. roubles</td>
<td>60 / 901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>3,7 bill. roubles</td>
<td>1,8 bill. roubles</td>
<td>1085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>No data</td>
<td>No data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>5 bill. roubles</td>
<td>4 bill. roubles</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis of indicators of activity of the Special economic zone shows that in the last five years the growth of a number of the new enterprises, which would begin the activity within the limits of the given zone, has practically stopped. The return tendency - an exit of business from territory of functioning of a zone was outlined as well. The total number of the planned investors should account 130 companies. Therefore, it is now obvious that the specified indicator will not be reached in the near future. The most part of residents functions within the limits of SEZ for many years already (1 company since 2006, 7 since 2007, 18 since 2008, 4 since 2009, 9 since 2010, 8 since 2011, 4 since 2012 and 8 since 2013). Their research, industrial and marketing activity is already of quite developed and stable character.

Volumes of declared investments by the companies-residents constantly increased throughout all time of SEZ functioning, besides they considerably exceed the sales volumes of produced goods. The analysis of structure of SEZ residents shows that the considerable share of residents constitute the companies which are to a greater extent aimed at the solution of industrial problems, and not on realization of new researches and developments. The analysis of a
range of goods offered by them shows that in a greater degree they are intended for satisfaction of demands of industrial enterprises and state authorities, instead of the mass consumer, or house economy.

Among the currently operating companies-residents, there are 28 companies in the field of information technology and electronics, in the field of medicine and biotechnologies there are 15, in the area of nanotechnologies and new materials - 7 and in the sphere of energy efficient technologies one can find 6 companies. The majority of the companies operating in the field of information technology and absence of considerable progress in development of other fields of SEZ activity is obvious. At the same time, there are no structural divisions in SEZ structure, which would carry out the analysis of perspective directions of researches and developments, coordinate the work with Tomsk universities on realization of joint research activity and realization of innovative projects and worked at attraction of the venture capital. Mainly SEZ is a lessor of premises for the innovative enterprises and it maintains its infrastructure in efficient condition.

However, the experience of development of the innovative centers in the developed countries shows that the success in development of innovative activity is not so much connected with construction of buildings and premises where people will work. The most difficult and important problem, which advances to the forefront, is connected with revealing and realization of creative potential of people for the creation of new products and services. For this reason, at present time the more and more important place in development of national innovative systems and the centers is given to universities where the personnel for creation of new companies is formed, basic researches are carried out and new technical products and production technologies are created.

5. Problems and prospects of development of Tomsk innovation center. A role of universities in development of innovative activity in Tomsk region

Considering the results of functioning of the enterprises of a SEZ "Tomsk" and comparing them with results of educational and innovative activity of universities, it is possible to notice that one of the possible reasons of low results of innovative activity is the inefficient use of personnel, research and educational potential which universities of Tomsk possess. What does it consist of?

Firstly, there does not exist any research department that would study the market and requirements of potential consumers of innovative products in the structure of a special economic zone. At the same time, Tomsk higher educational institutions are practically not engaged in preparation of experts in the field of marketing research. Preparation of masters in insignificant quantity is carried out by Polytechnic university only. Absence of experts in many respects explains the deficiency of the information, characterizing the requirements of local community in innovative products and services.

Secondly, doubtless superiority in development of information technology within the limits of SEZ "Tomsk" is concerned in a greater degree with a considerable share of experts in the field of information technology, who are trained at universities of Tomsk, than with purposeful activity of SEZ and high schools on development of innovative activity in this sphere. Thus, there is also deficiency of university graduates for promotion of development of other directions of SEZ innovative activity.

Thirdly, the opening procedure for the enterprise within the limits of a special economic zone is difficult enough. Besides usual registration of the enterprise, in addition it assumes the passage of several examinations. It is obvious that for graduates of universities, who in the course of training get very little acquainted with technology of creation of own business, entering the territory of a special economic zone for the realization of innovative activity is almost closed. This procedure can only be passed by the companies that are already operating in the market.

Fourthly, the motivation on creation in the future of own business is not practically developed in university graduates. The poll made within 2013-1014 among students of Tomsk Polytechnic university (more than 100 students trained on 3 and 4 courses in a direction of "Human resource management") concerning the question of whether they wish to begin their own business upon graduation, has shown that less than 10% from them plan it to do it.

Students as potential carriers of innovative ideas are aimed basically not at realization of innovative activity, but at the work in other spheres. For example, in 2014 in Tomsk Polytechnic university 1304 persons from 2818 graduates planned to start work after the graduation, and 1120 graduates have decided to continue training. Thus the most part of graduates of university was aimed for the employment in large enterprises of Siberian region, such as "Gazprom",
State corporation "Rosatom", "Surgutneftegaz", instead of on the enterprises connected with development and introduction of innovations.

Fifthly, universities insufficiently actively involve the graduates in innovative activity. In particular, the student's business incubator in Tomsk State University of control systems and radio electronics (the total number of students at university is about 3400 and annual graduation amounts about 700 experts) has only 13 operating residents. The student's business incubator in Tomsk Polytechnic university (the total number of students is more than 20 thousand persons and annual graduation of experts amounts about 3 thousand persons) has only 17 operating residents.

Sixthly, activity of high schools in the field of researches and developments is practically not presented within the limits of a special economic zone "Tomsk". There is no strategy of interaction of high schools and a zone management on development of joint activity in the field of researches and developments. Functioning of universities is mainly aimed at satisfaction of demands of establishments and enterprises in personnel, but high schools do not have strategy of development of their own innovative activity. For this reason a considerable part of creative people, who have finished training at Tomsk universities, leave the Tomsk region in search of possibilities to realize their ideas.

The given factor can affect rather negatively the further development of universities and innovative activity in Tomsk. It is connected with the fact that in modern conditions the increasing share of the students who are trained at Tomsk universities are the foreign citizens from countries of Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin America. Absence of strategy on use of abilities of these people for innovations will make considerable impact on decrease of competitiveness of Tomsk region among other regions of Russia.

6. Conclusions

Considering the results of innovative activity within the limits of the Tomsk innovation center, it is possible to note that the higher education system comprises considerable potential of the further development of innovative activity in Tomsk region. We believe that optimization of activity of the Tomsk innovation center should not so much consist in the attraction of large business, as in activation of work aimed at the search and attraction to innovative activity of talented and initiative people. Here the role of universities is rather important. We believe that activity of universities on activation of researches and the developments, which are carried out within the limits of SEZ and the Tomsk innovation center as a whole, can be reduced to the following basic directions:

Working out of strategy of development of innovative activity of each university is necessary. At the moment, universities are in a greater degree focused on service of requirements of the state companies, or business and are not independent participants of innovative activity;

Development and application of special programs on formation of the ability to innovations in students of universities is necessary;

It is necessary activate researches and innovative activity concerning the decision of real social problems of people. Universities with natural and engineering sciences faculties and the faculties which are carrying out researches in the field of social and the humanities could promote formation of many directions of researches and developments in this area;

Development of policy concerning the involvement of foreign students in innovative activity is necessary;

Universities should more actively and thoroughly participate in working out of career strategy of the students. Now at universities there are no programs on realization of purposeful work on selection of talented people in the field of innovative activity. Due to the lack of support from university, many talented graduates choose career not in the field of realization of researches and developments, but as administrative workers, or technicians in large companies.

Expansion of activity of high schools in the given directions can provide formation of system of the higher education aimed at more fruitful cooperation with other subjects of innovative system of region on development of innovative activity in Tomsk region.
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